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City Council’s Stated Priorities
RESOLUTION 1964
A RESOLUTION ADOPTING GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR THE CITY OF WEST
BRANCH, IOWA FOR 2021-2022.
WHEREAS, on December 7, 2020; the governing body of the City of West Branch, Iowa went
through a process of identifying the service priorities for the coming fiscal year 2021 – 2022; and
WHEREAS, the governing body discussed concepts of: Required Services, Core Business Choice,
Quality of Life Services, Community “Add On”, Organization Foundation, Visioning and Teamwork; and
WHEREAS, the establishment of Goals and Objectives by the governing body was accomplished,
and promotes a general direction for staff; and
WHEREAS, this direction promotes the overall efficiency and effectiveness of city services, and
will facilitate the coming budget discussions and City Council Work Sessions.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of West Branch, Cedar County, Iowa:
Section 1. That the foregoing recitals are incorporated in and made a part of this resolution by
reference; and
Section 2. That the Goals and Objectives of the City of West Branch for 2021-2022 are hereby
declared to be and prioritized as follows:
1. Promote Quality of life including Public Safety, Community Pride Events, Strong Citizen
Involvement, Park and Recreation, opportunities and investment.
 Greenview Water Main North Loop (11 votes – Top Priority)
 Soil Mitigation Project (9 votes – Top Priority)
 5th Full-Time Officer / 24 hour patrol (9 votes – Top Priority)
 Paid “On-Call” Time Policy (7 votes – High Priority)
 Police Replacement Equipment (2 votes – Moderate Priority)
 Invest in More City and Park Cameras (1 vote – Low / Moderate Priority)
2. Develop, Maintain and Rebuild Safe, Clean, Diverse, Healthy, Neighborhoods, including
Partnering with the School District.
 Relocate Brush Pile (8 votes – High Priority)
 Main Street Storm Sewer Project (7 votes – High Priority)
 Greenview Sidewalks (2 votes – Moderate Priority)
 Housing Trust / LMI Program (2 votes – Moderate Priority)
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3. Develop inviting high profile visual impact project’s including gateways establishing
destination, branding and other that reflect sound use of tax dollars.
 Baseline Extension(s) at Cubby Park (12 votes – Top Priority)
 Cubby Parking Lot Extension (9 votes – Top Priority)
 Downtown East Redevelopment (6 votes – High Priority)
 Parkview / BP Turn Lane (1 vote – Low / Moderate Priority)
 Annexation Plan (Rummells Farm Back 50 and Cedar / Johnson Area) (1 vote – Low /
Moderate Priority)
 Naming and Marketing Industrial Park (1 vote – Low / Moderate Priority)
4. Establish a sound and sustainable government supported by professionalism, progressive
thinking and modernizing the organization.
 Introduce Merit Pay System (10 votes – Top Priority)
 Review Building Permit Fees (8 votes – Top Priority)
 Retire the Building Rebate Program (8 votes – Top Priority)
 Hoover Hometown Days (4 votes – Moderate Priority)
 Overlay One Alley in an Annual Process (4 votes – Moderate Priority); this item was
removed by unanimous city council vote at the January 19th City Council meeting.
 Develop Fund Balance Policy (2 votes – Moderate Priority)
 Planning Alternative Wastewater Treatment (a polishing treatment) wetland mitigation
and Research Park / Eco Park Concept (1 vote – Low / Moderate Priority)
**************

Passed and approved this 21st day of December, 2020.

ATTEST:

____________________________________
Redmond Jones II, City Administrator/Clerk
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February 16, 202

Letter from the City Administrator
Dear Citizens of West Branch:
On behalf of the Mayor, City Council, and City Staff, I am pleased to present the Fiscal Year
2020 – 2021 Budget for the City of West Branch.
(Forecast and Community Outlook)

As the City Administrator, I would like to
share with you some of my thoughts and
beliefs for the future of this great
community. It is a testament to the
leadership and fortitude of this historic
community that it continues to move
forward as one of the “Most Livable
Communities in Iowa” as recognized by the
Council for Community and Economic
Research. It is fair to say that “We are
continuing to Move Forward”, despite the
challenges of 2020.
The Midwest Derecho swept through West
Branch with torrential rain, hail, and
hurricane speed winds. This caused wide
spread property damage. Yet, our
community came together with amazing
neighborly support and was one of the first
communities to restore power, open roads,
and clean-up of the much of the property
damage. Despite the public health
emergency of COVID-19 which hit our
business community hard, threatened the
revenue stability of the city and challenged
city workers to meet current and new
demands for service; together we continue
to press forward on much needed
infrastructure investment like the College
Street Bridge and Second Street
Improvements.
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The challenges of the 2020-2021 fiscal year, did not stop our housing economy. The first quarter
of 2020 began in promising fashion: with developer’s providing more buildable lots, more
builders working in our community, strong buyer confidence and low interest rates West Branch
was poised to have another record braking housing start year. However, amidst health concerns
and the resulting economic uncertainty our housing market have slowed, yet we continue to
move forward with home sells (many new housing starts) that continue to outpace our previous
12 months.

Tourism has been arguably one of the hardest-hit industries across the nation during the
coronavirus pandemic. Our local tourism industry was not an exception, both the Herbert
Hoover Presidential Library and Museum. Our 36,735 visitors to West Branch pre COVID is
estimated to have been reduced to approximately 7,184 visitors. The National Park which
surrounds the presidential library received 140,000 visitors pre COVID. With the number of
student / classroom cancellations, “shelter in place” travel advisories, and park closures we
anticipated similar dramatic drops in visitation. However, the National Park Service has used
this slow down to invest in and construct much needed flood mitigation work on Hoover Creek.
For a small community of approximately 2,500 citizens, we are the fastest growing community
in Cedar County, with direct I-80 access and international industry partners like:







U.S Ventures (a transportation energy and supply chain management company),
Procter & Gamble (recently announced remaining in West Branch)
Altorfer Inc.,
Plastic Products Company Inc.
Nordex (a global turbine manufacturer) and,
Wausau Supply Company.
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Our largest industrial partners Procter and Gamble (a 300 job employer) will be staying in West
Branch after two years of announcing plans to close the West Branch facility. Procter and
Gamble plans to invest in its Iowa City Beauty Care Plant while maintaining its production of
oral rinse. This will give the West Branch facility the ability to remain a multi-business unit
supply warehouse.
I am pleased, proud and somewhat pained by what our community endured in 2020. However
our ability to continue to move forward is awe-inspiring. Our Community Outlook, when
combined with our educational resources with neighboring University of Iowa and Kirkwood
Community College, our recreational facilities, our cultural and historical amenities; a synergy is
created that makes the West Branch community one of the premier destinations to live, work,
and play.
(Budget Narrative)

This budget represents our continued commitment to prudent fiscal management, to effective
service delivery and to support affordable quality of life for our citizens. Once adopted by the
City Council, the budget established the direction for all City government programs and services
for the coming fiscal year (July 1 – June 31). It represents the consensus of City Council
direction and staff recommendations on how best accomplish council goals and respond to the
priorities of community needs.
The FY 2021 – 2022 General Fund Budget contains strategic investments in several key focus
areas for the city and is structurally balanced to fund critical services to our community. Thanks
to residents of West Branch for making the choice to invest in our park system, this budget is the
next step in moving forward into our next phase of providing the operational logistics and capital
enhancements for our new park amenity. Opening a large new park, comes with its own set of
challenges, but this budget has taken measured tactical steps to enhance capital items that were
initially removed from the overall “Cubby Park” project. This budget also provides the fiscal
discipline that meets new operational needs. This, was achieved without hindering our noteworthy high level of service, or having increase our tax-rate.
In addition, to the City’s investments in “Cubby Park”, there are still a number of smart
infrastructure investments happening in strategic points of our community. This budget revamps
our “Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)” and prioritizes infrastructure investment in the older eastside neighborhoods. These investments will include water, storm sewer, and street
improvements. A three (3) to five (5) year plan has been devised to carry out the aforementioned
CIP priority. The budget also continues to address our long time flash flooding challenges in the
downtown or central city area. Flood mitigation will not only assist frequently effected
downtown business and central neighborhoods. It will also assist our first responders to avoid an
estimated 12 inches of water from entering into the fire and police facility. This is another
capital investment that will not require an increase in taxes. Despite the time delays due to land
access negotiations this project is expected to start design and potentially construction in the
coming fiscal year 2021-2022.
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This budget also continues investment in maintaining one of the highest public safety ratings in
the State of Iowa. Public Safety continues to be one of highest priorities for the West Branch
community. The Fire Department continues to be one of the best maintained fire fleets in the
region, and our budget continues to support these efforts. With regard to the Police Department,
recent investments in upgrading the department’s body camera system was successfully
implemented. This budget starts the process of planning and working toward 24 hour police
patrol. This process starts by developing an “On Call” time policy. Not only will this
compensate officers who have to stay on the ready on shifts that do not have a physical on the
streets patrol. It creates an expenditure that will better track the justifications needed to expand
current police department service levels. It is a balancing act between managing overtime
budgets and/or expanding personnel; while improving service levels to meet the increasing
demands of a growing community. At the current rate of growth, call demand levels, and
growing community expectations; we believe within the next 3 – 5 years 24 hours 7 days a week
service will be an unavoidable reality. In in the meantime, we intend to be transparent in
deliberating over the cost and benefits of adding a 5th police officer with the equipment necessary
for round the clock service.
Consistent with the City Council’s goal setting and policy direction, West Branch continues to
find ways to increase the safety of our community. The West Branch Schools and City
partnership to implement a resource police officer in the elementary school has received raving
reviews. This year’s budget maximizes this relationship and anticipates to make the school
resource officer a full-time officer to have duties dedicated to school resources and normal
policing. This creative and collaborative use of resources has created a win/win for the City, the
School District, and the citizens. Using well tested policing and fire science our Police and Fire
Departments have found low cost methods to improve what are already highly rated services as
attested by our ISO and safety ratings.
As we commit to being a leader in continuous improvement of government services, we believe
that at its basic levels government should always be “Open” to the public, “Agile” enough to
respond to public demand; and “Purposeful” to ensure that ends make sense for the public
good.

In the words of President Herbert Hoover:
(West Branch Native Son)
“One of the crowning glories of American
life is the natural leadership in every
community.”
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Building on common ground with an “open, agile, and purposeful” government relies on a
capable staff in order to achieve success. It is commonly understood, that strategic investments
in employees, will attract and keep the best candidates. Additionally, it will maintain and grow
our continuous improvement culture. For these reasons, this budget makes notable
improvements in providing incentives for our employee who are preforming at high levels. For
the first time the city will develop and include a “Merit Pay System” that will allow employee to
meet certain performance measures for pay raises above any cost of living adjustments. We
believe this will be a major step in remaining completive with the market place. We have also
made our cost of living adjustment based on Federal Labor Bureau Statistics and local economy
considerations, which recommended a 2.0% living adjustment to salaries and wages. Like other
growing cities striving to keep up with the demands of expanding infrastructure, and managing
the normal lag time of collecting the new revenues from new residents. In this environment,
employees are needed to wear multiple hats with multiple duties that may not easily be reflected
in benchmark comparisons with the market place. Although we constantly check to ensure we
remain competitive with our wage and benefits, we are also cognizant of the need to move
forward with a “Merit Pay System” that includes a classification study; thus, allowing for clearer
strategies for promotions, job expectations, and merit bonuses.
(Public Support)
We try to focus our tax rate policies on making wise public investment and promoting fairness
across the board. It takes public trust for a local government to create a tax strategy that offers
fiscal certainty. I believe it’s not high taxes that upset citizens, it taxes that are not clearly
explained or taxes that are not held accountable for clear outcomes. I would continue to argue
that this approach is its own form of economic development. Businesses have to make long-term
judgment and forecasting, they need to know what the tax rate will be five years from now, and
they need confidence that the city will be able to fund the infrastructure and services it needs;
otherwise, their cost of doing business goes up and their odds of long-term success goes down.
There are two recent ballot measures that have allowed the city to implement this approach. The
Hotel / Motel Tax, and the Capital Improvement Reserve Levy. Both measures were approved
by the voters and helps to stabilize potential budget influences that could affect the tax rate. The
Hotel / Motel Tax is a locally imposed lodging tax that is collected by the State of Iowa. For the
City of West Branch, this is a new revenue stream that adds to the city’s fund balance health in
the amount of approximately $18,000; this is equates to 0.12 cents in taxes that would have to be
added to the existing tax rate to raise the equivalent amount of revenue.
The Capital Improvement Reserve Levy is the first step in helping the city move forward with
a disciplined Capital Improvement Strategy. This levy does not have to be used or instituted in
any given year. It is intended to allow the City to keep the debt obligation portion of the tax rate
steady. Normally when cities pay off their debts, their tax rate normally goes down. However,
infrastructure needs don’t end, and cities find themselves having to issue more debt in the form
of bonds to pay for new projects. Unfortunately, this is an expensive way of paying for
infrastructure. Issuing “General Obligation Bonds” to pay for infrastructure typically come with
bond attorney fees, state-mandated financial advisory fees, and bank issued finance charges. In
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“our plan” the money previously paid in debt service would now go into a Capital Improvement
Reserve Fund. This fund would be used like a savings account that could pay for things like
sidewalks, road repairs or downtown improvements. This way we avoid the typical expenses of
General Obligation Bonds; and instead the city now has the ability to plan, approve, and use
funds from our own reserve fund.
The last area of public support has been in the area of wastewater. The city sewer utility will
required to implement new wastewater compliance regulations which have affected our rate
structure. The bad news is that we are in the second year of a three year rate increase plan. Due
to state unfunded mandates that require the city to meet higher quality wastewater treatment
standards; a $2.50 annual increase was implemented in February 2020. In addition to this year’s
increase; it is intended to go up another $2.50 February 2022 before being reevaluated in
February 2023. The good news is the public has been very supportive as we go through this
process.
(Tax Rate Comparison)
Our recommended and proposed Total Property Levy remains 13.09; it should also be noted that
this is a “Status Quo” budget with a strategic investments to improve the employee benefits
package budgeting the planning and development of “Merit Pay System”, which will ready to be
deployed in FY 2022-2023. The same tax rate also allows us to pursue bold new infrastructure
improvements such as Design Expenses related to the Johnson County Roundabout at Hoover
Hwy. We will continue our efforts related to the Wapsi Flood Mitigating Creek Widening
project. We also will be conducting smaller neighborhood infrastructure improvements, and
making additional investments in our new “Cubby Park”. Thanks to our growth, all of this will
be done without raising taxes. This still ranks West Branch among the lowest tax rates in
communities our size. See cities of 2,100 – 2,500 population below:
Postville (15.46712)

Audubon (20.67481)

Belle Plaine (15.69830)

Hudson (11.39034)

La Porte City (16.08161)

Madrid (19.17057)

Jesup (14.61569)

Lamoni (16.52928)

Cascade (8.95326)

West Union (15.20160)

Ida Grove (14.66673)

Marengo (14.69738)

Bellevue (11.99023)

FairFax (8.10000)

Rock Rapids (16.00000)

Mitchellville (9.53884)

Sac City (19.69063)

Hawarden (14.59150)

Hull (12.36248)

Toledo (17.23126)

Kalona (10.59394)

Lake Mills (13.55021)

Belmond (17.11934)

West Liberty (15.19601)

Wilton (14.20950)

Durant (14.92904)

Highlight cities are communities that are currently below West Branch’s current 13.09428.
Please keep in mind that these rates do not reflect any proposed rate increases these
communities maybe considering or imposing for next year’s FY 2021-2022 budget.
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(Closing Remarks)
The budget and finance division has introduced a new methodology and approach to preparing
this year’s budget. It has placed a greater emphasis on locking down unit cost, budget planning,
measuring expenses, and examining revenues based on related staffing and/or program activities.
One of the key elements in the operations budget is the estimated workload (the labor-hours per
output). Such units of measurement and staffing ratios are important for organizations that are
growing (in growing communities). The practice of funding staffing and activities out of
funding centers within the budget “just because funding is there” may solve short-term funding
challenges, but over time the organization loses an understanding of its bottom-line. We have
begun the process of reversing this budget culture. As a result, it may appear that some
department budget have grown, but in reality, they are just more reflective of “who they really
are” with realistic service unit cost.
Last year the City Council had many discussion regarding establishing a 3 month operating
reserve? After much discussion, this was delayed due to the concern that the issue of cash flow
could be a problem during coming fiscal year. Ultimately, the question is should the city create
the expectation of encumbered funds when debt service obligations and/or the timing of paying
said obligations may require these funds. This policy debate is not over, but this year the city
administration has implemented a City Council directive to establish a vehicle and equipment
reserve for each department. This is another step to become more fiscally disciplined and
transparent. If indeed cash flow does become an issue? Reserve funds can still be made
available, but the City Council would be obligation to have a public dialogue about why reserve
funds are needed where they are to be used.
From a policy making stand point, the strength of this budget comes from the continued financial
discipline set into motion with the fiscal strategies in this budget. If we hold ourselves
accountable and adopt policies that task fund categories to be more sustainable or self-sufficient
and, if we can seek ways to diversify our revenue streams and have our cost reflected in service
fees; we will emerge from our fiscal challenges stronger and better. With a city administration
philosophy that adopts a continuing improvement business model our aim is to combine the
goals, visions, and efforts of our Mayor, City Council, City Staff, Citizens, and Community
Volunteers. Together we are turning vision into reality.
Respectfully Submitted,

Redmond Jones II
City of West Branch
City Administrator
Adoption of Budget and Certification of City Taxes (Form 16-142)
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